' INTRODUCTION
The discovery of proteorhodopsin (PR) in 2000 has expanded the family of microbial proton pumps to all three domains of life. 1, 2 Over 4000 putative PRs have been identified throughout the oceans and seas of Earth and are classified as either blueabsorbing (λ max ≈ 494 nm) or green-absorbing (λ max ≈ 520 nm) variants. 3À7 These proteins are identified solely from genetic analysis of coastal and oceanic water samples, and no native host has yet been cultivated. 4, 8 Hence, PRs are often expressed in Escherichia coli and solubilized in various detergents 9À12 or reconstituted in phospholipid environments 13À16 to stabilize the protein prior to investigation.
Solubilization of PR into a nonionic detergent, which is used to purify the protein from the E. coli membrane, alters the photocycle speed and delays proton release until the end of the photocycle ( Figure 1 ). The green-absorbing PR is activated at alkaline pH in either a phospholipid or detergent environment, 13, 16, 17 which corresponds well with the pH of the ocean near the surface (∼8.0). Photoexcitation of PR results in the translocation of a proton across the membrane. 13, 14 In an E. coli membrane, a fast proton release (<100 μs) is observed early in a photocycle that requires between 15 and 50 ms to complete. 16, 18 Proton release coincides with the formation of the M state (λ max ≈ 400 nm). 14, 16 Whether proton uptake occurs before or after the N state (λ max ≈ 560 nm) has not yet been determined. However, this event is known to occur late in the photocycle when the protein is suspended in a phospholipid bilayer. 19 In a nonionic detergent, these events are delayed as proton uptake reportedly precedes proton release before and after the red-shifted N state. 9, 11 The photocycle lifetime is also increased to hundreds of milliseconds in a detergent suspension. 11 The influence of the lipid environment on the PR photocycle remains largely unknown.
Nanodiscs are model membrane structures that use membrane scaffolding proteins (MSPs) to isolate and directly control the properties of membrane proteins. These MSPs, which are derived from the human serum apolipoprotein A1, noncovalently interact with the hydrophobic acyl chains of phospholipids by hydrophobic interactions to produce soluble, nanoscale phospholipid bilayers. 20, 21 Nanodiscs have minimal effects on the physical properties (e.g., fluidity) of lipids; 22, 23 hence, these structures are excellent biomimetic systems for studying a variety Received: July 28, 2011 ABSTRACT: Over 4000 putative proteorhodopsins (PRs) have been identified throughout the oceans and seas of the Earth. The first of these eubacterial rhodopsins was discovered in 2000 and has expanded the family of microbial proton pumps to all three domains of life. With photophysical properties similar to those of bacteriorhodopsin, an archaeal proton pump, PRs are also generating interest for their potential use in various photonic applications. We perform here the first reconstitution of the minimal photoactive PR structure into nanoscale phospholipid bilayers (nanodiscs) to better understand how proteinÀ protein and proteinÀlipid interactions influence the photophysical properties of PR. Spectral (steady-state and time-resolved UVÀvisible spectroscopy) and physical (size-exclusion chromatography and electron microscopy) characterization of these complexes confirms the preparation of a photoactive PR monomer within nanodiscs. Specifically, when embedded within a nanodisc, monomeric PR exhibits a titratable pK a (6.5À7.1) and photocycle lifetime (∼100À200 ms) that are comparable to the detergent-solubilized protein. These ndPRs also produce a photoactive blue-shifted absorbance, centered at 377 or 416 nm, that indicates that proteinÀprotein interactions from a PR oligomer are required for a fast photocycle. Moreover, we demonstrate how these model membrane systems allow modulation of the PR photocycle by variation of the discoidal diameter (i.e., 10 or 12 nm), bilayer thickness (i.e., 23 or 26.5 Å), and degree of saturation of the lipid acyl chain. Nanodiscs also offer a highly stable environment of relevance to potential device applications.
of membrane proteins 24À26 and the structureÀfunction requirements for the active protein 27À29 or complexes. 30À32 Moreover, control of the scaffolding belt size (i.e., the disk diameter) has allowed researchers to isolate the monomeric and multimeric protein conformations for proteins such as bacteriorhodopsin.
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Lastly, these structures are being used in a wide variety of experimental settings that include NMR, 35 surface plasmon resonance, 36 as well as UVÀvisible, 29 infrared, 37 and fluorescence 28,38 spectroscopy. Thus, nanodiscs offer a versatile tool to deconstruct the factors that control the PR photocycle. We utilize nanodiscs to isolate PR monomers and analyze the aspects that influence the PR photocycle, focusing on the more extensively studied greenabsorbing PR (henceforth referred to as PR).
In this study, we investigate the modulation of the PR photocycle and the influence of the lipid environment by assaying PR activity in E. coli membranes (from the raw preparation lysate), octyl-β-D-glucopyranoside (OG), 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC), and 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC). The DMPC and POPC phospholipids, commonly used in the synthesis of nanodisc particles, 27,33,39À41 have different acyl chain lengths and thus yield bilayers with different thicknesses (Figure 2A ). Nanodiscs are synthesized with MSPs that contain either no spacer or three 22-residue amphipathic helical repeats to vary the diameter of these particles ( Figure 2B) . 21, 24, 33 Such modification limits the number of PRs that can be isolated per nanodisc and demonstrates the importance of proteinÀprotein and proteinÀlipid interactions to the function of PR. The assembly of these nanodisc-proteorhodopsin (ndPR) complexes was confirmed via size-exclusion chromatography and electron microscopy. Photophysical characterization was carried out by using absolute and time-resolved absorption spectroscopy.
' EXPERIMENTAL SECTION Chemicals and Buffers. DMPC and POPC lipids were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL). All detergents and buffering chemicals were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc. (Pittsburgh, PA) or Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Buffers used for pH investigations, which were all 50 mM and contained 100 mM NaCl, include sodium citrate for pH 4.5, 2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (MES) for pH 5.5 to 6.5, 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES) for pH 7.0 and 7.5, tris(hydroxymethyl)methyl-3-aminopropanesulfonic Acid (TAPS) for pH 8.0 and 8.5, and N-cyclohexyl-2-aminoethanesulfonic acid (CHES) for pH 9.0 and 9.5. The assembly of nanodisc particles used MSP buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, 100 mM NaCl, and 0.5 mM EDTA, pH 7.4) and occasionally required the addition of 59 mM cholate.
Proteorhodopsin Expression and Purification. Proteorhodopsin (eBAC31A08), with a 6Â His tag, was overexpressed in E. coli and supplemented with all-trans retinal, solubilized in ethanol, as previously described. 18 The cells were then lysed via sonication and the protein was purified via a nickel sepharose column after overnight solubilization in 1% OG. The protein was then stored in Tris buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 0.05% (w v À1 ) OG) at 4°C until use.
Cloning, Expression, and Purification of the Membrane Scaffolding Proteins. Membrane scaffolding proteins contained either no helical spacer (MSP1D1) or three 22-residue amphipathic helical repeats (MSP1E3D1) to control the diameter of the synthesized nanodiscs ( Figure 2B ). These proteins were expressed and purified according to the standard protocols. 33 In brief, plasmids (pET28a) containing either the MSP1D1 or MSP1E3D1 gene were transformed into E. coli BL21 cells. Transformants were grown on YT-Agar plates (0.5% yeast extract, 0.8% Tryptone, 86 mM NaCl, 0.75% agar, 50 mg mL À1 kanamycin, Figure 1 . Proteorhodopsin photocycle when the protein is suspended in a (A) phospholipid bilayer 14, 16, 19 or (B) detergent suspension. 9, 11 Lifetimes are shown for select photostates that have been resolved in the cited references. The O* state of the detergent photocycle represents the pR 0 (O) state, which is only observed by kinetic analysis 11 or FT-IR spectroscopy, 9 and is structurally identical to the pR resting state. Similarly, the M 2 state of the detergent photocycle was kinetically resolved from the absorption data at 420 nm. pH 7.0) overnight at 37°C. A single colony was then transferred to 500 mL liquid LB (1% tryptone, 0.5% yeast extract, 1.0% NaCl, pH 7.4), allowed to grow to midlog phase (OD 600 ≈ 0.5), and induced with 1 mM isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactoside to overexpress the MSP protein for 2.5 h followed by isolation of cells by low-speed centrifugation. For purification of the 6Â His tagged MSP, cells were disrupted by sonication and affinity purified on a Ni-NTA matrix (Qiagen) following manufacturer's instructions.
Assembly and Purification of Nanodisc Particles. Solubilization of PR in nonionic detergent was necessary for successful synthesis of ndPR particles. Triton X-100 was chosen to parallel the methods employed for the synthesis of nanodisc-bacteriorhodopsin complexes. 33 This method worked well for assembly of the MSP1E3D1 ndPRs, but synthesis of the MSP1D1 complexes required overnight solubilization with 13% (w v À1 ) Triton X-100. Furthermore, low synthesis yields of the MSP1D1 particles were observed in all such assemblies.
Phospholipids were dried under a Nitrogen stream, reconstituted with 59 mM cholate in MSP buffer, and sonicated for several minutes. Preparation of the different ndPRs generally involved mixing the MSP, phospholipids, and PR together at empirically determined molar ratios. Nanodiscs with DMPC were assembled at ratios of 1:50:0.1 for the MSP1E3D1 protein and 1:10:0.1 for the MSP1D1 protein. Nanodiscs with POPC were assembled at a ratio of 1:41:0.1 for the MSP1E3D1 protein. DMPC assemblies were incubated at ambient temperature, and POPC assemblies were incubated at 4°C for 1 h prior to self-assembly, which was initiated by removing the detergent via the addition of ∼500 mg Biobeads SM-2 (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). All samples were then concentrated to 1 mL via an Amicon centrifugal filter with a 10 000 MWCO (Millipore, Billerica, MA).
Purification of the assembled particles was achieved by injecting samples onto a Superdex 200 10/300 GL column (Amersham Biosciences). Fractionation was monitored at two wavelengths (i.e., 280 nm, 520 nm) and run at 0. 5 around 520 nm) were used to quantify these proteins by oscillator strength deconvolution of the electronic absorption spectra. 43, 44 This method used the oscillator strength of each component, via integration of the spectral features, to model the absorption spectra of these proteins when assembled at different ratios. Each model assumed two MSP proteins per nanodisc and varied the number of PRs as one, two or four molecules. The resulting theoretical spectra were then compared to the experimental absorbance data ( Figure S1 , Supporting Information).
Electron Microscopy. Electron micrographs of negatively stained samples were collected for all ndPR complexes to confirm assembly of these particles. Prior to staining, eluted samples were collected and washed with distilled water (Millipore) and diluted to OD 280 ≈ 0.003. Four microliters of sample were then incubated for 30 s on a fresh glow discharged copper grid (mesh 400) that was covered with a carbon film. Grids were then washed twice with water and stained with 1% aqueous uranyl acetate for 1 min. Excess stain was wicked away with filter paper and then allowed to air-dry before imaging. All micrographs were collected with an AMT XR-40 camera slide that was mounted on a Tecnai Biotwin G2 Spirit transmission electron microscope. All images were collected at a magnification of 180 000, with exception to DMPC liposomes (magnification = 11 000).
Absolute Absorption Spectra. Absorption spectra were collected on a Cary 50 UVÀvisible spectrometer (Varian, Inc., Palo Alto, CA) from 750 to 250 nm at ambient temperature. Samples were then normalized to their absorbance at 750 nm. The spectral titration of ndPRs involved three solvent washes with a buffered solution of a desired pH with a 30 min incubation at room temperature between exchanges. Microcon Centrifugal Filters (10 000 Da MWCO; Millipore) were used for each solvent exchange. Spectra were collected as described above. The titration data were obtained by monitoring the absorption change at 570 nm.
Flash Photolysis Absorption Spectra. All time-resolved experiments were conducted at 25°C in HEPES buffer at pH 7.0 or CHES buffer at pH 9.5. Samples were concentrated to approximately 100 μL, placed in a methacrylate microcuvette (Plastibrand, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.), and then sealed with parafilm to prevent evaporation. Absorption changes were monitored with a rapid-scanning monochromator (RSM-1000) system (OLIS Instruments, Inc., Bogart, GA) after photoexciting the protein sample with a 532 nm laser pulse that was orthogonal to the monitoring beam. The 3À5 ns pulse-width laser emission was from an optical parametric oscillator, which was pumped via the third harmonic of a Nd:YAG pulsed laser system (Continuum, Santa Clara, CA). All time-resolved spectra were averaged to reduce the noise and normalized.
Kinetic traces were collected at either 400 or 620 nm with microsecond resolution. Data were then fit to a double exponential:
where a 0 is the amplitude of the fit to the normalized data, t is the time (s), t 00 is the time of the laser pulse onset (s), τ form is the formation rate of the photoevent (s), τ d1 is the first decay constant (s), τ d2 is the second decay constant (s), w 1 is weight of τ d1 , and (1À w 1 ) is the weight of τ d2 .
' RESULTS Solubilization of PR with Triton X-100. The nonionic detergent Triton X-100 is conventionally used to solubilize bacteriorhodopsin. This solubilization is well characterized to produce monomeric suspensions that are accompanied by a blueshift of the absorption maximum from 568 to 551 nm.
45À47
Following published reports for the incorporation of bacteriorhodopsin into nanodiscs, 33 ,41 PR was incorporated into MSP1E3D1 discs after solubilization in 4% (w v À1 ) Triton X-100 for 1 h. Unlike bacteriorhodopsin, however, the solubilized PR shows a red-shift of the absorption maximum from 521 to 535 nm. Conversely, incorporation of PR into the smaller MSP1D1 discs required more intensive solubilization (13% (w v À1 ) Triton X-100 for 23 h), which results in a stronger red-shift of the absorption maximum up to 540 nm. The synthesis of the MSP1D1 ndPR complex, by the aforementioned procedure, consistently produced low yields in all MSP1D1 assemblies.
NanodiscÀProteorhodopsin Assembly. The synthesis of nanodisc complexes begins with incubating the MSP, lipid, and desired membrane protein in the presence of excess detergent. Removal of the detergent with hydrophobic adsorbents, such as Journal of the American Chemical Society ARTICLE BioBeads, causes the spontaneous self-assembly of nanodiscs with the target membrane protein. 20 Efficient nanodisc assembly requires optimized molar ratios of lipid/MSP/membrane protein that must be empirically determined for each target membrane protein. Analogous studies with bovine rhodopsin and bacteriorhodopsin provided useful starting points for the empirical determination of optimal ratios used to assemble ndPR complexes. 27, 29, 33 Variation of the synthesized ndPRs in this work includes those with different scaffolding proteins (MSP1D1 or MSPE3D1) and those containing different phospholipids (DMPC or POPC). Each variation required optimization of the experimental conditions (e.g., solubilization times, MSP/phospholipid/PR molar ratio) for proper nanodisc assembly. The optimized assembly parameters and resulting molecular weight, as determined by size exclusion chromatography, are defined for each sample in Figure 3 . These conditions were identified by the relative homogeneity, which is defined by the broadness of the eluted peak, and synthesis yield of each experiment. Electron micrographs of the isolated fractions ( Figure S2 , Supporting Information) show well-formed particles that are in excellent agreement with previous reports. 24 The larger MSP1E3D1 ndPRs assemble well with similar lipid/MSP ratios and incubation parameters to those outlined for bacteriorhodopsin. 33 Solubilization of PR for longer times or higher detergent concentrations results in particles with lower molecular weights and broader elution profiles (data not shown). Conversely, the assembly of appreciable amounts of ndPRs with the smaller MSP1D1 belt requires a higher detergent concentration with longer incubation times (see above). Synthesis of MSP1D1 ndPRs with shorter incubation periods or lower detergent concentrations often results in a significant formation of larger aggregate species that accumulate in the void volume.
Increasing the bilayer thickness, by assembling ndPRs with POPC, provides insight into the proteinÀlipid interactions that influence the PR photocycle. These lipids were only used for synthesis of the MSP1E3D1 ndPRs because of the aforementioned differences in nanodisc assemblies with DMPC. These particles are slightly larger than the DMPC discs, with a molecular weight of 270 kDa, and are produced with high yield. Stoichiometric quantification of ndPR spectra indicates that the PR and MSP1E3D1 proteins assemble with a 1:2 molar ratio.
Spectral Titration. Titration of detergent solubilized PR, from pH 4.5 to 9.5, induces a spectral shift of the absorption maximum from 545 to 518 nm ( Figure S3A , Supporting Information). This shift is attributed to the protonation state of Aspartic acid 97 (D97), which exhibits an apparent pK a of 7.1, and directly influences the ability of PR to function. 13, 17, 48 Specifically, a proton The left inset image of each titration shows the difference spectra for each experiment. All difference spectra are calculated by subtraction of the low pH value shown in the absolute spectra. The right inset image shows the pH dependence of the absorbance at 570 nm, which were fit to the HendersonÀHasselbach equation to determine the pK a of D97. The apparent pK a , and respective coefficient, for each sample is 7.1 (0.85), 6.5 (0.60), and 7.1 (0.40), respectively.
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ARTICLE is transferred from the Schiff base to D97 during the formation of the M state. 9 Mutation of this residue to a neutral species (i.e., Asparagine (N)) confirms the role of D97 by increasing the pK a to >10 and abolishes proton translocation. 9 Although the D85 homologue of bacteriorhodopsin has a much lower pK a (i.e., 2.3) than that of PR, similar behavior is observed with titration of the protein.
49À51 Furthermore, this effect is simulated at neutral pH with the D85N mutant of bacteriorhodopsin. 52, 53 The spectral shifts associated with the titration of the MSP1D1 and MSP1E3D1 ndPRs thusly provide information regarding the interaction of D97 with the chromophore in these complexes.
We analyzed the titratable spectral shifts for PR following detergent solubilization in OG ( Figure S3A , Supporting Information), within E. coli membranes ( Figure S3B , Supporting Information), and for PR reconstituted into nanodiscs (Figure 4) . A single wavelength (i.e., 570 nm) is chosen to characterize the particles synthesized in this work because all samples exhibit spectral changes at this wavelength ( Figures S3, Supporting  Information, and 4) . The pK a values determined in this work are in good agreement with the published values for PR (Tables 1  and 2 ). Notably, the variation observed for measured pK a s may be due to different fitting methods, 54 anion sensitivity, 55 or reconstitution of PR in liposomes comprised of a single type 13 or a complex mixture 43 of synthetic phospholipids. Reconstitution of PR in larger (MSP1E3D1) nanodiscs with DMPC lipids (Figure 4B ) is the only complex that exhibits a simple titration that recapitulates the control experiments ( Figure S3 , Supporting Information). The only outstanding feature of these data is a reduced accumulation of the titrated alkaline species when compared to the detergent-solubilized protein.
At alkaline pH, the MSP1D1 complex produces a blue-shifted species that is the most striking difference when compared to the detergent solubilized sample ( Figure 4A ). Difference spectra of this titration, from pH 6.0 to 9.5, clearly show the decrease of absorbance at 560 nm and the increase of absorbance at 377 nm. This transition exhibits a pK a of 7.1 and is presumably due to the deprotonation of D97, as previously described, but is too drastic a shift to account for the entire event. The deprotonation of the Schiff base of the 13-cis chromophore provides an explanation of the observed titration response and has been resolved by a detailed characterization of the D227N mutant of PR. 56 The experiments described in ref 56 demonstrate that illumination of D227N at pH 8.4 (for the wild-type protein at pH 10.0) produces approximately 80% 13-cis retinal. Hence, the evolution of the absorbance centered at 377 nm is hypothesized to result from the deprotonation of the Schiff base for a 13-cis chromophore and D97. Formation of this species is reversible, as evidenced by pH jumps (data not shown) and illumination with 390 nm light ( Figure S4A , Supporting Information), and strengthens this claim. This supposition is more palatable when paired with the decreased absorbance at 568 nm, which is interpreted to denote a protonated 13-cis chromophore in an N-like conformation of PR. The absorbance at 520 nm is photoactive at pH 9.5 (see Figure 5 ) and further demonstrates that the absorption shift is not from denaturation.
Titration of the POPC complex evolves a species that is centered at 416 nm at alkaline pH ( Figure 4C ). This absorbance, like the 377 nm absorbance of the MSP1D1 complex, is believed to represent a deprotonated 13-cis retinal configuration that is consistent with the M state of PR, where D97 is protonated. 17, 56, 57 Furthermore, this absorbance is depleted upon acidification (data not shown) and is photoactive with exposure to blue light ( Figure S4B , Supporting Information) in a fashion similar to the MSP1D1 ndPR.
Flash Photolysis Absorption Spectra. Proteorhodopsin, like bacteriorhodopsin, is a photoactive molecule that translocates protons via a series of conformational changes exhibited by the protein. 11, 13, 58 These structural changes are measured through single and multiple wavelength difference spectra of the photoexcited protein. Single wavelength experiments conventionally monitor either the most blue or red-shifted species, which represent the M or N states of PR, respectively. Temporal resolution of these photostates is attained with micro-to millisecond resolution after a nanosecond laser pulse. 59, 60 The functional conformation of PR is dependent upon the protonation state of D97. 13, 17, 48 Because the pK a of this residue is relatively unaffected by the suspension of PR within a nanodisc ( Figures S3, Supporting Information, and 4) , the active complex is thus studied at alkaline pH. Spectral changes in the visible spectrum reveal the progression of photostates that result from photoexcitation of these particles. In general, the MSP1E3D1 nanodiscs with DMPC lipids ( Figure 5C , G) produce spectra that are most similar to the control experiments ( Figure 5A , E). These parameters (i.e., large diameter nanodisc, shorter saturated lipids) e N state kinetics were monitored at 600 nm because of reduced absorbance at 620 nm.
ARTICLE allow the photoexcited protein to progress through the known photointermediates. Photoexcitation of the MSP1D1 nanodiscs with DMPC lipids (Figure 5B , F) produces some M and N state but exhibits significantly altered photophysical properties that verify that the protein is in an altered conformation. This abnormality is best exemplified by the data at pH 7, where minimal to no N state is produced by the protein ( Figure 5B ). This supposition is reaffirmed by the lack of spectral activity above 600 nm.
Investigation of the kinetics for the M and N state of each ndPR complex further confirm that the MSP1E3D1, and not the MSP1D1, complex is in a native-like conformation ( Figure 5 and Table 2 ). These nanodisc complexes produce longer-lived M and N states than PR suspensions in an E. coli membrane, but do undergo a relatively fast photocycle (∼100À200 ms). Photoactivation of the POPC particles ( Figure 5D , H) results in a faster accumulation of the aforementioned blue-shifted species, with an absorption maximum at 416 nm, that appears to be stable. The stabilization of this species likely results from the thicker bilayer and reaffirms the importance of the proteinÀlipid interactions in the PR photocycle. The faster photophysical properties of PR in a POPC, rather than a DMPC, bilayer also indicate that there may be some structural elements (i.e., interfacial anchoring) that are critical to the fast photocycle of PR. Further optimization of these photostates, via manipulation of the proteinÀlipid interactions of these nanodisc complexes, will aid in the understanding of the photoinduced mechanism of PR.
' DISCUSSION
The nanodisc technology used in this study greatly reduces the experimental difficulties experienced when working with detergent and liposomal structures. Specifically, nanodiscs exist as stable, monodisperse structures that do not precipitate due to extensive washing or changes in the ionic strength of the medium. 61, 62 The finite dimensions of these structures, which is controlled by the size of the MSP protein, also allows for the preferential isolation of monomeric or multimeric proteins. Such control is being exploited for studying the biochemical dependence of proteinÀ protein interactions for numerous membrane proteins. 27, 32, 33 Furthermore, nanodiscs do not impart any curvature to the membrane and the sample remains optically transparent throughout the course of these experiments. Liposomes, which are large by comparison ( Figure S2 , Supporting Information), do impart Figure 5 . Time-resolved absorption spectra of proteorhodopsin, after photoexcitation by a 532 nm laser pulse, at pH 7 (AÀD) and pH 9.5 (EÀ-H). These samples are, in descending order, suspended in OG (A and E), the MSP1D1 nanodisc with DMPC (B and F), the MSP1E3D1 nanodisc with DMPC (C and G), and the MSP1E3D1 nanodisc with POPC (D and H).
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ARTICLE membrane curvature and often introduce a significant amount of light scattering ( Figure S3B , Supporting Information). Lastly, while the stability of the system was not a major focus of this work, we note that the bare nanodiscs are observed to be stable with no morphological deformation when stored for several months (>6 months) at 4°C. 27, 32, 33 Oligomeric Structure. Proteorhodopsin has been studied in a variety of detergent and phospholipid environments that significantly alter the photophysical properties of the molecule (see Figure 1 and Table 1 for references). However, previous studies have not provided any systematic analysis of how an oligomeric structure or the lipid environment impacts the photophysical properties of the protein. Solubilization or reconstitution of bacteriorhodopsin into detergent micelles or other synthetic lipid structures is well-known to alter the structural 63, 64 and functional 46,47,65À68 properties of the protein. Although the functional nature was not characterized, the conditions for the isolation of either a monomeric or trimeric bacteriorhodopsin in the MSP1D1 and MSP1E3D1 nanodiscs has also been determined, respectively. 33, 41 Similar studies with bovine rhodopsin demonstrate the ability to selectively isolate one or two molecules within the nanodisc structure. 27 A single rhodopsin molecule, inserted within an MSP1E3D1 nanodisc, exhibits a native-like photobleaching sequence and kinetics, 29 activates transducin with a one-to-one stoichiometry, 27, 69 is capable of phosphorylation by rhodopsin kinase, 28 and is the minimal functional unit for binding arrestin. 28, 70 Hence, embedding PR in either the MSP1D1 or MSP1E3D1 nanodisc exploits the ability to investigate how the particle dimensions control or confine PR function in a phospholipid bilayer.
Various oligomeric conformations are reported when PR is solubilized in 0.2% Triton X-100 71 and it should thusly be possible to trap a stable aggregated structure, if present, within a nanodisc as the protein is reconstituted into the phospholipid environment. If PR is stable as a monomer or dimer, the photophysical properties of the embedded ndPR complex should be identical in the MSP1D1 and MSP1E3D1 nanodisc. This result is not observed, however, indicating that whereas the smaller geometry of the MSP1D1 discs limit the reconstitution and/or function of PR, the larger MSP1E3D1 discs impart structural freedom that allows PR to function as it does in the OG suspensions. Furthermore, low synthesis yields are observed for all syntheses of the MSP1D1 nanodisc. An annulus of bacterial lipids may, in principle, remain associated with PR throughout the purification steps and require the higher detergent concentrations and longer solubilization times for the synthesis of appreciable amounts of this complex (Figure 3) . Regardless, the blue-shifted absorption maxima of the M-like species (Figure 4 ) and altered photophysical properties (Table 2 and Figure 5 ) of the MSP1D1 complex suggest that a larger nanodisc geometry is critical for stabilizing a native-like structure of PR in a phospholipid environment.
While the structures presented in previous reports remain hypothetical possibilities for the native structure, 62, 71, 72 this study presents compelling evidence to support the presence of a photoactive PR monomer in each assembled nanodisc. Specifically, the low buoyant density of all synthesized ndPRs (∼1.10 g cm À3 ) and theoretical analysis of ndPR spectra ( Figure S1 , Supporting Information) support this claim. Additionally, by comparison with previous published results, the molar ratios of MSP to target protein used for nanodisc synthesis in the present study are consistent with the reconstitution of PR monomers. For rhodopsin, this ratio was 1:0.1 for one rhodopsin per MSP1E3D1 nanodisc and 1:1 for two rhodopsins per MSP1E3D1 nanodisc. 27 For bacteriorhodopsin, a 1:1 ratio was used to assemble one protein in the MSP1D1 nanodisc or three proteins (one trimer) in a MSP1E3D1 nanodisc. 33 Our ratio of 1:0.1 for all nanodisc assemblies with PR strengthens the claim of isolating one PR per nanodisc. However, a more rigorous structural analysis of the ndPR complexes synthesized with different MSP/PR ratios to embed larger oligomeric conformations, if present, within the nanodisc is desirable.
ProteinÀLipid Interactions. Variation of the acyl chain length in the MSP1E3D1 nanodisc demonstrates the importance of proteinÀlipid interactions to the PR structure. The hydrophobic core of a membrane comprised of POPC is ∼3.5 Å thicker than a DMPC membrane. 73 The vertical distance between the peptide backbone for a single turn of a typical α helix, with an i+4 structure, is ∼5.4 Å. 74 Hence, the increased thickness of the POPC bilayer represents approximately half of the vertical distance in a helical turn of a transmembrane domain of the protein ( Figure S5, Supporting Information) . Hydrophobic mismatch between the thickness of the nonpolar core of the bilayer and the transmembrane segment of the protein can thusly have strong conformational effects, which include: tilting of the structure, deformation of the peptide backbone to accommodate a wider or thinner geometry, or non-native oligomerization of the proteins.
73
Examination of the photophysical properties for the MSP1E3D1 ndPR complexes synthesized with DMPC and POPC clearly show that the POPC bilayer accelerates the M and N states ( Table 2 ). This result is somewhat expected, however, because the average acyl chain of the polar lipids in an E. coli membrane is 16 carbons and is unsaturated to some degree. 75 The acyl chains of the DMPC molecule are only 14 carbons long and saturated. Hence, we conclude that the longer, unsaturated acyl chains of the POPC lipids contribute to a faster PR photocycle. However, we also note that the POPC membrane results in a faster accumulation of the blue-shifted absorbance (see below). These results should thusly not be interpreted to mean that the POPC membrane is ideal for PR function, but rather that the composition of the lipid bilayer is a vital component of the mechanism that controls the photophysical properties of PR.
Photophysical Properties. The particles created in this work demonstrate that PR is capable of functioning as a photoactive monomer. Each ndPR complex displays different photophysical properties that are directly related to the lipid environment and geometric constraints of the nanodisc. Hence, we conclude that the PR monomer is best stabilized in the MSP1E3D1 nanodisc with DMPC lipids because: (1) it exhibits similar titrated spectra and characteristics to the controls ( Figures 4B and S3 , Supporting Information) and (2) photoexcitation at neutral and alkaline pH produces an analogous population of photointermediates, as evidenced by the time-resolved absorption spectra, to the OG solubilized protein ( Figure 5A , C, E and G). However, the lifetimes of the M and N states are longer lived than the OG solubilized protein (Table 2) . We believe that this difference largely results from a lack of proteinÀprotein interactions, which are not satisfied with monomeric PR.
The common feature of the other two ndPR complexes is the formation of a blue-shifted absorbance at alkaline pH ( Figure 4A and C). Because both species appear at alkaline pH, they are likely the result of deprotonating the Schiff base of a 13-cis retinal. We base this assumption on the similar absorbance of the M state 9, 11 and the 416 nm absorbance of the ndPR complex comprised of MSP1E3D1 and POPC lipids. By extension, the 377 nm absorbance of the small ndPR complex, which is comprised of MSP1D1 and DMPC lipids, is believed to also arise from a deprotonated 13-cis retinal and D97 in a perturbed active site. This assumption stems from the similar titration of this protein and the 362 nm absorbance of the D227N mutant and alkaline form of wild-type PR.
56 These titration data indicate that the PR monomers are photoactive and stable with either green or blue light (see below) but exist in a conformation that contains either an all-trans or 13-cis retinal in the binding site.
Isolation of a mixed population of protein conformations for the PR monomer is further supported by the time-resolved absorption data. At alkaline pH, photoexcitation of all ndPRs generates spectra with similar characteristics to the OG solubilized control ( Figure 5EÀH ). This result signifies that excitation of the absorbance ∼520 nm is of a PR monomer that contains an all-trans retinal. Photoexcitation of ndPRs at neutral pH produces spectra that vary from sample to sample (Figure 5AÀD) , where only the ndPR comprised of MSP1E3D1 and DMPC lipids is consistent with the OG sample. We interpret these spectra to mean that some of the Schiff base chromophores of the blueshifted species become protonated as it is titrated to a N-like state 11 (λ max = 568 nm) in the nanodiscs ( Figure 5B and D). Hence, activation of this N-like state would deplete any absorbance from the accumulated N state that is produced by excitation of the pR state (all-trans) at ∼520 nm.
"Light Adapted" PR Monomers. These systems show no response to conventional light adaptation (data not shown), which is consistent with the literature regarding PR. 57, 76, 77 Instead, the blue-shifted absorbance is produced with exposure to the high-intensity (15 mJ) laser used for the flash photolysis experiments. While we do not thoroughly investigate the conditions required to induce this blue-shifted absorbance change, we note that the blue-shifted absorbance band accumulates only after the absorbance has returned to baseline. We speculate that the formation of this species follows relaxation of the pR 0 (O) state, a state that is only observed via FT-IR spectroscopy 9 or kinetic analysis 11 of the PR photocycle. The blue-shifted absorbance represents a thermally stable conformation of monomeric PR. We surmise that, because each nanodisc contains a single PR, all PR monomers will thermally relax to this conformation after photoactivation. With enough exposure, the entire sample should thusly "light adapt" to this alternative resting state. Photoactivation of it with blue light produces red-shifted species, which is centered between 550 and 570 nm depending on the experimental conditions ( Figure S4 , Supporting Information), and indicates that monomeric PR may still be relevant for biophotonic applications similar to bacteriorhodopsin. The photochromic properties of these ndPRs, and the photostates that they populate, remain to be fully characterized.
Biological Significance of ndPR Monomers. Embedding PR within a nanodisc allows the isolation and characterization of a monomeric structure in a phospholipid environment. This option has not yet been explored and the ability to compare these particles with PR solubilized in detergent and suspended in E. coli membranes (from the raw preparation lysate) provides insight about the native structure and biological function of PR.
We conclude that PR is an oligomeric protein in E. coli membranes. First, we note that none of the ndPR monomers exhibit similar M or N state kinetics to those observed in E. coli membranes (Table 1) . A PR monomer is thusly unable to sustain a biologically relevant proton motive force, which has been shown to preserve the metabolic function of E. coli grown in nutrient limiting media. 78, 79 Second, the production of a stable blue-shifted absorbance around 400 nm indicates that a deprotonated form of the Schiff Base is present in ndPRs. Such a stable photoproduct is not observed in the current PR literature and results from a perturbed active site that likely stabilizes from a lack of proteinÀprotein interactions between PR subunits in the oligomeric protein.
Potential for Application of ndPRs in Devices. This study provides insights into potential application of proteorhodopsins in biophotonic technologies. First, we establish conditions for stabilizing a PR monomer within a nanodisc. The ability to control the conformational state of assembled particles is important for reliability, and with mixed conformations of PR reported by mass-spectrometry 71 and AFM, 72 such control is not achieved with the detergent-solubilized protein.
A second requirement is tailoring the photophysical properties of ndPRs for specific applications, such as holography, 12 binary optical memories, 80 and security inks 81 among others. We show that altering the particle dimensions, via the disk diameter or bilayer composition, modulates the PR photocycle. The production of a stable photoproduct, defined as the blue-shifted absorption around 400 nm, is also useful for such devices. Further optimization is application specific and beyond the scope of the present work.
Third, an ability to immobilize the ndPR complex is of considerable interest because it offers a means to control and pattern the synthesized material in a minimally invasive manner. Immobilization of nanodisc complexes to a solid surface is easily accomplished by adding affinity tags to the MSP protein. The His 6 tag, used for purification of both PR and the MSPs, demonstrates this ability. More sophisticated methods are available for studying the biochemical properties of various membrane proteins by different analytical methods. 25, 36, 37, 40, 82, 83 Lastly, the long-term stability of the system is essential if these proteins are to be exploited in device applications. The nanodisc structure itself is thermally stable, as determined for disks comprised of DMPC and the native Apo-A1 protein, 84 and bare (empty) nanodiscs are observed to retain structural integrity after long-term (>6 month) storage at 4°C ( Figure 2SB , Supporting Information). The thermal stability of nanodisc-embedded proteins has not been extensively studied, but one report on bovine rhodopsin 85 shows native-like stability. Thermal and photochemical stabilities of detergent solubilized PRs demonstrate that these proteins are viable biomaterials. 86 
' COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS
This work is the first to demonstrate that PR can exist as a photoactive monomer in a nanoscale phospholipid bilayer. We demonstrate that these lamellar phospholipid structures offer a unique method for studying the monomeric protein, a conformation of PR not yet investigated. Previous studies of PR have employed detergent or liposomal suspensions, and it has not been possible to control the oligomeric state of the protein.
We conclude that native PR exists as oligomers. First, although all ndPRs have pK a s (6.8À7.1) close to published values (7.0À8.1), none of the samples exhibit comparable photokinetic lifetimes to those observed in E. coli membranes. The different M state lifetimes of these samples provide the most convincing evidence for the involvement of proteinÀprotein interactions in generating a fast PR photocycle. Second, all of the monomeric PRs prepared here form a population of blue-shifted species (λ max = 416 or 377 nm) that is, from a first approximation, similar to the M state or P362 species that is stabilized by the D227N mutant of PR, 56 respectively. The blue-shifted absorbance of all ndPRs is photoactive and results from the formation of a thermally stable conformation that likely contains a 13-cis retinal. The shifted λ max is presently believed to result from a combination of the non-native conformation of the PR monomer and the protonation state of D97. However, further characterization of this species is required before any conclusive comparison between it and the P362 species can be made. We also conclude that the larger nanodisc, created with MSP1E3D1, is the best choice to further characterize PRs because these nanodiscs impart less structural confinement than the MSP1D1 nanodisc. DMPC lipids, paired with the MSP1E3D1 proteins, do stabilize a PR conformation that titrates similarly to the OG solubilized protein. Because the lipid environment is demonstrated to directly influence the photophysics of PR, other lipids should be investigated to further examine how bilayer thickness and fluidity affect the PR photocycle.
Subsequent studies are underway to better understand and further enhance the photophysical properties of these complexes. Isolating more than one PR per nanodisc, by increasing the MSP/PR ratio (e.g., 1:1), will provide insight for how proteinÀ protein interactions influence the PR photocycle in a phospholipid environment. Of specific interest is determining whether the pentameric and hexameric PR conformations, which are observed in DOPC phospholipids 87 and in nonionic detergent 71 suspensions, can be isolated within a nanodisc. These larger arrangements, assuming that PR exists with a rhodopsin-like fold, 88, 89 are approximately 8À9 nm in diameter and will theoretically fit within the confines of a MSP1E3D1 nanodisc.
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Nanodiscs also impart the ability to further dissect how proteinÀlipid interactions affect the photocycle of PR by directly manipulating the lipid composition of these particles. Deconstructing the factors that control the photocycle by modulating the bilayer thickness, saturation of the acyl chain, or polar headgroup of lipids will help elucidate such factors. Lastly, a thinner bilayer is noted to decelerate the lifetimes of the M and N photostates. This observation has implications for the potential application of PR in photonic devices and may be further exploited to enhance mutants with long-lived photocycle intermediates (e.g., E108Q) that are demonstrated previously to have device application. 12 ' ASSOCIATED CONTENT b S Supporting Information. Supporting material for this article includes (1) a figure that compares the experimental UVÀvisible absorption spectra of ndPRs with calculated spectra, (2) a figure that shows electron micrographs of PR in various lipid environments, (3) a figure that shows the spectral titration of PR in OG and E. coli membranes, (4) a figure that demonstrates the photoactivation of the blue-shifted absorbance with continuous blue light, (5) ' REFERENCES
